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0. Introduction
0.1. Let ^  = Z\_^fq,^fq~l~\, where ^fq is an indeterminate, H be the Hecke
algebra of a (finite) irreducible Weyl group W over jtf, and for any j^-algebra &, put
Theorem A. Assume that W is not of type E8. If two left cells, say Γ and F, of
W give H(Q(^fq))~modules isomorphic to each other, then the W-graphs associated
to these left cells [9] are isomorphic to each other. Especially, the H-modules
afforded by Γ and Γ' are isomorphic to each other.
(See (1.5) for the case of E8.)
0.2. We use Theorem A to determine how an irreducible
decomposes into irreducible //(/Γp(χ/<7))-modules (in the Grothendieck group) under
the 'reduction modulo p* assuming that W is not of type E
s
.
By [4, 6.3](cf. [8, (3.9) and (3.10)]), the decomposition matrix of H(Q(Jq))
with respect to the 'reduction modulo /?' is the identity matrix except for the
following prime numbers p ( = bad primes).
(a) For type A{. none.
(b) For types £, = C, and Dl:p = 2.
(c) For types E6, EΊ, F4 and G2:p = 2,3.
(d) For types E8:p — 2,3,5.
Thus it is enough to determine the decomposition matrices for these exceptional cases.
Let j/p be the localization of si at the prime ideal pstf, $ = jtfp its completion
(a complete discrete valuation ring), Jf the fractional field of ?^, and tf ( = Fp(^fq})
the residue field of $. Let L7, IE I (resp. Xσ, σ e Σ) be the totality of irreducible
//(jΓ)-modules (resp. //(Jf)-modules) up to isomorphism, and \_X
σ
~\ the class in
the Grothendieck group of the //(JΓ)-modules obtained from X
σ
 by the 'reduction
modulo p\
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Theorem B. Consider the case (b).
(1) H(tf ) splits over #.
(2) The constructible representations ([12, 5.29], [16]) are naturally in one-to-one
correspondence with L,'s. Suppose that c, is the constructible representation
corresponding to L{, and [c[']=Σσdσl[Xσ] in the Grothendieck group of H(Jf)-
modules. Then \_X
σ
~] = Σ,d
σ
 ,,[£,] in the Grothendieck group of H(tf}-modules.
Since ί/
σ
/s are explicitly known [11] (where constructible representations are
called cells), this theorem determines the decomposition matrix in the case (b). (Cf.
Convention below.)
Theorem C. Consider the case (c).
(1) H(tf ) splits over tf.
(2) The partition of the irreducible H(tf)-modules into blocks is a refinement of
their partition into families [12, §4].
(3) Let 2F be a family, <& the associated finite group ( = ®
Λ
, «<4) [12, §4].
Then the family 3F consists of
(I) E9l'pl,- ,Egs'ps (s>0,(ghpi)eJ?0(y) [17» 3 6]) which are obtained from principal
indecomposable J^(^)-modules by the scalar extension to Jf ,
and the remaining E^p's ((g,p)e./^0(^)), which form one block, say B (possibly
— φ). Each irreducible H(3f}-module of (I) forms its own block, and the corresponding
diagonal block of the decomposition matrix is 1.
(II) The diagonal block of the decomposition matrix corresponding to B depends
only on Ή and p (with a slight modification in the G2 case, as is described below).
We list (I) and (II) in the following. (Ifs = Q, we omit (I). IfB = φ,we omit (II).) Each
row in the table of (IT) corresponds to E^peB; (g,p) is written at the left. Columns
correspond to isomorphism classes of irreducible H(Fp(*Jq))-modules.
(I) (1,1)-
(9 = <52,p = 2):
(Π)
1, 1
g* i
1, ε
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(I)
(I)
(Π)
(In the case of G2, the 3rd row and the 2nd column should be removed)
(I) fe2,l)
(II)
1, 1
1, r
£3, 1
1, ε
1 1
1 1
1
1
(In the case of G2, the 4th row and the 3rd column should be removed)
(I)
(II)
1, 1
1 λ^
g2> t"
1, σ
1 1 1
1 1 2
1 1 1
1 1 1
1
1
- 1 1 1
1
1
1
(II) (U1), (U2), (g2,l), fe2,A fei lλ feiΛ fei,eO, (g*,!)-
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(II)
1, 1
g* i
1, σ
(See (4.10) for the case of E8).
0.3. Let us explain our motivation.
The concept of 'left cell' was introduced by Kazhdan and Lusztig [9]. Since
then it has played important roles in various places in the representation theory.
Our best knowledge so far about left cells would be the following result of
Lusztig [16]:
{the representations of CIV afforded by the left cells}
= {the constructible representations},
where the right hand side is defined and explicitly determined in [12].
Inspite of this achievement, our understanding of the left cells are still
insufficient. For example, each left cell contains a unique 'distinguished involution',
whose understanding is desired but our present knowledge is very poor.
The main achievements of the present work are
(1) a certain uniqueness theorem concerning left cells (Theorem A),
(2) '{the left cells} = {the principal indecomposable modules}' in the case (b) (see
Theorem B' in (3.5), which is a refinement of Theorem B), and
(3) to explain why and how a deviation from the simple picture (2) occurs in the
case (c) (see Theorem C' in (3.6) and its proof).
Our explanation, which is unfortunately not satisfactory in the sense that we
need a case study in §3, could be paraphrased as follows:
The common pattern of the blocks of the decomposition matrices (i.e., the common
pattern of the principal indecomposable modules) comes from the decomposition
matrices ( — the tables in §2, conjecturally) of the asymptotic Hecke algebras /
ΓnΓ
-ι
via the mechanism explained in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem C'. More precisely,
in the case (b), the decomposition matrices of /
ΓnΓ
-ι are always trivial and this is
the reason why the picture (2) is so simple. In general, the decomposition matrices
ofJ
ΓnΓ
-1 explains why and how the deviation from the simple picture (2) occurs (cf. (3)).
As we have said above, our explanation is not intrinsic in some places. Thus
our result can not be regarded as a final one, but it enables us to study left cells
from the view point of the modular representation theory.
0.4. This paper consists of 4 sections. In section 1, we prove Theorem A.
In section 2, we determine the decomposition matrix of the algebra /
Γ
nr-ι
[17, 3.1] ( = Z /(ΓnΓ~ 1) in the notation here) with respect to the 'reduction
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modulo p\ except for some left cells Γ. Using these results, we prove Theorems
B and C in section 3 and section 4. The proof goes as follows: first, we show
our decomposition matrices are equal to those of the asymptotic Hecke algebra /
[17, §3], and then we determine the latter using the result of section 2.
0.5. Reading the first draft of the present paper, G. Lusztig informed me that
he has proved Conjecture 3.15 of [17] (see [18, 10.6], where this fact is mentioned)
and that, based on this result, he has independently proved Theorem A of the
present paper, including the case of E
s
. Since his proof is not yet available, I
leave the argument in its original form without assuming these results of Lusztig,
especially in (1.4) and (2.5). (See (1.5) and (2.4).)
CONVENTION. If two objects, say X and 7, are canonically isomorphic, we
sometimes write X= Yfor X~ Y9 and identify them. One example of this convention
is that if two algebras, say A and B, are naturally isomorphic, then we identify
the isomorphism classes of ^-modules and those of 5-modules. Especially, we
sometimes identify the Grothendieck groups of the modules over QW, H(3C\ J(tf\
etc. Another example is that if a λ^-algebra is split over the field K, and K' is
an extension field of K, then we identify the isomorphism classes of irreducible
Λ-modules and those of irreducible A®^'-modules.
For a ring A, 'Λ-module' means 'unitary left ^-module', i.e., a left ^-module
on which the identity element \A of A acts as the identity automorphism, unless
otherwise stated.
Concerning the (ordinary) representation theory of Weyl groups and concerning
the elements of Jί(^) (including Jt(<&) itself), we follow the notation used in
[12]. Concerning the subgroups of the symmetric group S
π
, we follow the notation
used in [17].
Concerning the modular representation theory, we follow the definitions given
in [3, I]. In addition, we also use the word 'block' in the following way.
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, k the residue field, K the fractional
field, A an fl-algebra which is an Λ-free module of finite rank, and e a centrally
primitive idempotent of A. Following [3, I, §7], we say that an Λ-module (resp.
A®Rk-modu\e) M belongs to the block B(e) if eM = M (resp. (e®lk)M=M). We
also use the same terminology for an A®RK-modu\e M\ M is said to belong to
the block B(e) if (e®\
κ
)M=M, or equivalently, if M has an A -stable ^-lattice
belonging to B(e). When e is not specified, this terminology becomes slightly
abusive since the definition depends on A (not only on A®RK). However the
meaning will be always clear from the context.
NOTATION. The complex number field, the rational number field and the
rational integer ring are denoted by C, Q and Z, respectively. The /7-adic
completions of Q and Z are denoted by Qp and Zp. The prime field of characteristic
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p > 0 is denoted by Fp. We denote {n e Z \ n > 0 (resp. > 0)} by Z> 0 (resp. Z> 0). For
a set X, \X\ denotes the cardinality. For a ring A9 K(A) denotes the Grothendieck
group of ^-modules of finite type. Some other symbols are listed below.
List of Symbols
0.1. s/9 7?, //, W9 H( )
0.2. 0i, Jf , J
1.1. B9B<»τ
1.2. C
w
 = C(w)
subset), ί(*n [C(^ 0], Φ), ®, rfn ^  ^ ', -Λ ^  ^  g^V), gr(/), //-1, gr'(//), gr(//)
1.3.
2.3.
3.4. /, L(0, tf °(ι), ί/(/)5 Σ, (^σ), [T(σ)]
3.5. c(z), rf(σ,/)
3.6.
step i. Λ, φ,), ftμ), r(A,o, g(λA t/°μ,ι,ιj),
Step 2. έ/'(σ,
step 3. i(jf)9
4.1. J-res, J-ind, OA
4.3. a(E\ m(E'\ J-res, J-ind
1
1.0. Here we prove Theorem A. Our argument depends heavily on
the works of G. Lusztig, especially on [17]. Therefore, first we need to correct
some misprints in [17] which affect our argument.
p.2549 T/.13: 3.6 -> 3.7
p.259: Table (S3, Se)-> Table (63,S2)
^.259: Table (®3,2) -* Table (S3,g)
/?.259, Table (S4, Dyh8), row (g4,l), 4th column: 0-» 1
/7.261, Table (S5,S2)
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row (g2,r\ 8th column: — 1 ->0
row (g2,r\ 10th column: 1 -> — 1
row (g2,r\ 12th column: 0-» 1
row (M2), 19th, 20th and 21st columns: 2-> -2
1.1. Let R be an associative ring with 1 which is a free Z-module with a
fixed Z-basis B. Assume that
(1) if b,b'eB9 then bb' = Σb,.eBnb,,bf', nb,,eZ>0,
and that
(2) 1 =ΣbeBob for some B0 c B.
Let τ : R -» Z be a Z-linear function defined by
Assume that
τ(b)= ,
0
(3) there exists an involution x -> x~ of /? as a Z-module such that (x x')~ = ;c'~ jc~,
B~=B, and τ(b b'~) = δbtb, (b,b'eB). Here <5 denotes the Kronecker delta. The
pair (jR,5) is said to be a ύαrei/ ring [17, §1]. Note that the remaining data
B0, τ and ~ are uniquely determined by R and B. Note also that (1) does not
imply (2). (For example, consider the ring R = Zb0@Zbί whose multiplication is
defined by b% = b0 + bί9 b0bί=blbQ = b0 + 2bί, and b\ = 2b$-\- 3£l5 whose identity is
1.2. Let jtf, //, ^ and //(-) be as in (0.1). Let {C
w
}
weW be the free
^/-basis of H defined by D. Kazhdan and G. Lusztig [9, Theorem 1.1], and
C
x
Cy = ΣzhxyzCz (hXίyze<8?). For each zeW9 define 0(z)eZ>0 so that
for all x,yeW9 and
for some x,yE W.
See [13, §2]. Then φ) = φ~1) [13, 2.2]. Let -y,^^ be the constant term of
( — >/0)β(z)Άjc.y,z-1 Let -^  ^e *e ^ree ^-m°dule with basis {t
w
}
weW. Define a
multplication of / by t
x
ty = Σzγxy>z-ιtz. Then (/,{iw}W6iF) ^s known to be based
ring [17, 3.1]. In this case the set BQ is {td}d€&9 where 2 is the set of distinguished
involutions [14, 1.4]. The involution ~ is given by t~ = t
w
-
ίt For each left cell
[9, p.167], Γn^ consists of exactly one element which is denoted by d
τ
 [14,
1.10]. To avoid complicated subscript, we write C(w)9 t(w\ y(x9y9z) for Cw, ίw,
yX)y>z. For a subset IV' a IV, and for a ring J>, put C(W):={C(w)\w<= W'},
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and <%- t(W):=®W€W,@ί(w). Put
IVI:={WG W\a(w) = i} and W^:= \Jj^Wj. For a Z-algebra <0, put /(«):
f(w):=f(w)®le./(#), /'(#):= #-f(fT), J **(£):= @-t(W^\ &1J(@) : =
J*i+\@) ( = J\&)\ and gr(/0#)):= Θ, gr'V(#)) For an ^/-algebra #, put
//^ί+1(^X and grί//^))^©,- W\H(O)). Let [C
w
] = [C(w)] (we W) be the image
of C
w
 - C(w) in grfl(M;)(//(^)). For a subset '^ c H ,^ put [C( ^ ')] := {[C(w)]|w e W^'},
and a ' [C( ^ ')] := ®
we
w^LC(w)~].
For a left cell Γ, Z /(Γ) is a left /-module, Z ί(Γ) = /ί(J
Γ
), and ^-[C(Γ)] is
a left //-module.
1.3. Let Γ and Γ' be two left cells in W. Then
(1) Homy(Z /(Γ), Z t(Γ)) = Homj(Jt(dΓ), Jt(dr))
= ί(d
Γ
)Jί(d
Γ
) = Z ί(Γ n Γ ~ l).
The following three assertions are obvious.
(2) By the multiplication of J(C\ C ^ΓnΓ"1) is a C-algebra, and C ^ΓnΓ'1)
is a left C ί(ΓnΓ~ ^ -module.
(3) Define the multiplication by (f'g)(x)'=g(f(x)\ Then HomJ(C)(C t(Y\ C ί(Γ))
is a C-algebra, and HomJ(C) (C t(Y\ C t(Γ)) is a left HomJ(C)(C r(Γ), C ί(Γ))-module.
(4) The algebra and module structures of (2) and (3) are identified by the
isomorphism of (1).
Consider the following condition for j eΓ'nΓ"1.
(5) γ(x9y,y~~l) = 0 for any xeΓnΓ'l\{d} (d:=dr).
(6) If jeΓnΓ' 1 satisfies (5), then t(y)ί(y-1) = ί(d).
Proof.
t(y)t(y-ί) = t(d)+ X y(y,y-\x)t(χ-l\ by [14, 1.4]
xeΓnΓ-^W
= ί(d)9 by [14, 1.8] and (5).
(7) If ^eΓ'nΓ" 1 satisfies (5), then the right multiplication by t(y) gives a
bijection f(Γ)->ί(Γ'), whose inverse is the right multiplication by t(y~l).
Proof. Let z e Γ. By (6), t(z)t(y)t(y ~ l ) = t(z)t(d) = t(z). Since (/, t( W}) is a based
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ring, f(z)f(y) = φv) for some weW. Since t(z)t(y) e Z t(T'\ vveΓ. Thus the right
multiplication of t(y) gives a mapping t(Γ) -+ ί(Γ), whose inverse is the right
multiplication by t(y~l).
(8) If there exists yeΓ'nΓ" 1 satisfying (5), then the ^-graphs associated to
Γ and Γ' [9] are isomorphic to each other.
Proof. Let φ : H(^) -> J(sί) be the j^-algebra homomorphism defined in
[14, 2.4], which gives left 7/(,c/)-module structures on j/ /(Γ) and $0 - t(Γf). By
(7), we get an isomorphism between these two H(^/)- modules preserving their bases
t(Γ) and ί(Γ'). Note that φ is defined so that the ^-linear isomorphism
gr(7/(j^)) -> J(^\ [C(wJ]\-^t(w) is compatible with the left //(^-action [15, 1.4].
(This can be proved using [14, 1.4, (b) and 2.4, (d)].) Thus we get an
7/(j/)-isomorphism «£/ [C(Γ)] -> <s/ [C(Γ')] preserving their natural bases, and we
get the desired result.
1.4. Proof of Theorem A. Since the assertion is already verified for W=
[19, Theorem 3.2] (see also [6]) by a direct calculation of left cells and their
^-graphs, we may exclude F4. Hence it is enough to prove the following. Let
Ω be the two-sided cell containing the left cell Γ, and ^ the finite group (~©5
for some «, ©3, ©4, or ©5) associated to Ω [12, §4].
(1) Assume that S φ <54 or 9S. If C t(Γ) ~ C t(Γ) as left /(Q-modules, then there
exists ^EΓ'nΓ" 1 satisfying (1.3, (5)).
Proof. Let $? be the subgroup of ^  (determined up to conjugacy) associated
to Γ [17, 3.8]. Note that Ω, ^  and ffl are determined by the isomorphism class
of the /(C)-module C f(Γ) ([1], [2]; cf. (4.6)). Hence the same (#,jf) is also
associated to Γ. Define M^) a Jt(<g) and Em (meJί <>(<&)) as in [17, 3.6]. Put
M
m
:=dimί(d
Γ
)Em = dimt(d
Γ
)Em [17, 3.8 and 3.9]. By (1.3, (2)-(4)), C-^ΓnΓ"1),
is a left regular representation of the C-algebra C ^ΓnΓ"1), in which t(d
γ
)ElΛ
appears exactly once as an irreducible component. (Cf. [17, 1.5]. Note that
w ={!,!) is an element of M^§\ and £M appears in J(C)- t(d
Γ
) = C-t(Γ) exactly
once.) Hence
(2) X
xeΓnΓ-
1
= Σ ττMxlE^YΓWxlE1'1) by [17, 1.3,(c) and 1.5,(b)]
xeΓnΓ-
1
= |#l by [17, 1.3,(c) and 3.6,(b)]
(cf. [17, 3.6, (c)]). On the other hand, the most left hand side of (2) is equal to
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(3)
= dim(C ί(ΓnΓ-')) + Σ Γ Σ
yeΓ'nΓ-l\_xeΓnΓ-1
(Note that Tr(φ/),£M) = MM = l [17, 3.10, (b) and Appendix].) Denote the inside
of [ ] by Ξ(y). Then (1.3, (5)) holds for some yεΓnΓ~l if and only if
(4) Ξ(y) = 0 for some jeΓnΓ '1
since Tr(φc), £M)eZ>0 [17, 3.10, (b) and Appendix] and y(x9y,y~1)eZ^0. If (4)
does not hold, then Ξ(y) > 1 for any y, and
(5) l^l^dimC ^Γ'nΓ-1)^- £ B(y) by (2) and (3)
yeΓΌΓ-1
>2dimC r(ΓnΓ-1)
= 2dimHomJ(C)(C /(Γ), C /(Γ')) by (1.3, (1))
by [17, 1.2,(a), 3.8,(a) and 3.9,(a)].
But if ^ is an elementary abelian 2-group, then |^ | = Σ
m
M^ < 2Σ
m
M^ by [17,
3.10]. Hence (4) holds in this case. If (^,Jf) = (S3,4 then |#| = 6 and
2Σ
m
M^ = 12 [17, Table (S3,e)]. Hence (4) holds also in this case.
Next let us consider the case where (#,jf) = (©3,S3). Then |^ | = 2ΣmM^ = 6.
If (4) does not hold, then Ξ(y)=l for any jEΓ'nΓ" 1 by (5). Let zeΓnΓ" 1 be
the unique element such that Tr(/(z),£M) = 2, i.e., the element corresponding to
the second column of [17, Table (®3,®3)]. Then 1 =Ξ(y)>2γ(z,y,y~l) and hence
γ(z,y9y~l) = Q for any jeΓ'nΓ"1. Then the trace of the representing matrix of
ί(z) for the left regular representation of C ^ΓnΓ"1) is zero. But the trace should
be 2 + 0 + (— 1)=1 as is seen from the second column of [17, Table (S3,63)]. Hence
(4) holds. The same argument works also for (S3,®2) Thus we have completed
the proof of Theorem A.
REMARK 1.5. Even in the E8 case, if two left cells Γ and F of ^are contained
in a two sided cell whose associated group is ς£S5, then the statement of Theorem A
remains valid, as is seen from our argument.
If we assume Conjecture 3.15 of [17] together with the subsequent lines
(/.11-/.13), then we can prove in general the existence of jeΓ'nΓ" 1 satisfying (1.3,
(5)), and hence Theorem A would hold including E8.
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Here we determine (except for some left cells Γ) the decomposition matrix of
β ^ΓnΓ"
1) under the 'reduction modulo;?', i.e., how an irreducible β ^ΓnΓ"1)-
module decomposes into irreducible Fp-t(TnΓ~l) module (in the Grothendieck
group) under the 'reduction modulo p\
Lemma 2.1. (1) Let F be afield. Assume that a ring homomorphism $4 -> F is
given, and H(F) is semίsimple. Then φ®F\H(F)-*J(F). (2) Consider Q as an
d -algebra by d -> ft Jq h-> 1 . Then φ®Q\ H(Q) Z J(Q). (H(Q) = Q W) Especial-
ly J(Q) is a split semisimple Q-algebra.
Proof. (1) If we consider J(F) as a left //(F)-module by h-j=φ(h)j (heH(F),
J€J(F)\ then J(F) ~ gr(//(/0) as left //(F)-modules [15, 1.4]. Assume that H(F) is
semisimple. If an irreducible //(F)-module E is contained in the kernel of φ®F,
then E does not appear in the left //(f)-module J(F). But in the left //(f)-module
gr(//(F)) (~H(F), since H(F) is semisimple), every irreducible //(/^-module appears
as an irreducible component. Hence φ®F is injective. Comparing dimensions,
we can see that φ®F is an isomorphism. (2) follows from (1).
Lemma 2.2. For any left cell Γ, Q - t(Γ n Γ ~ *) is a split semisimple Q-algebra.
Proof. This follows from (2.1). Cf. [17, 1.5].
2.3. First we determine the decomposition matrix of K9(<S I Jtf
[17, 2.2] under the 'reduction modulo p\ Since the irreducible
^)®β-rnodules are explicitly known [17, 2.1,(i) and 2.2,(b)], directly decomposing
them after ®Fp, we can calculate the decomposition matrix. (Here we need a
lengthy calculation.) In the same time, we can also see that Q (resp. Fp) is a
splitting field for K^/J^x^/J^)®Q (resp. K9(<S I tf x&/jP)®Fp), i.e., every
irreducible representation over Q (resp. Fp) is absolutely irreducible. In the
following, we write down the decomposition matrices for the pairs (^,J^) appearing in
[17, 2.13,(a)] and for the prime numbers p such that the decomposition matrices
are not the identity matrices. The rows correspond to (absolutely) irreducible
Ky($ I Jtf x^/J-f)(χ)β-modules. At the left of each row, we write the associated
element (g.p)^^^/^) [17, 2.6], \Z(g)\/άimp and the dimension of the module, in
this order. The columns correspond to absolutely irreducible K9(&/Jff'x<&/
Jf)(g)/ymodules, whose dimension (over Fp) is written at the top of the
column. Each column also corresponds to a principal indecomposable Ky(& / Jlf x
& I Jf)®Zp-module, say U°. The number written at the top of each column is
also equal to the number of appearance of direct summands ~ C/° in any fixed
318
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f
e χ y / 3 t f ) ® Z p into indecomposable left ideals. We
Table (63,S3)
1, 1
#2, 1
**1
6
2
3
1
1
1
p = 2
1 1
1
1
• 1
P = 3
1 1
1
• 1
1
Table (<53,S2)
1, 1
1, r
S 1
6
3
2
^
1
1
1
P = 2
1 1
1
• 1
1
P=3
1 1
1
1
1
Table (63,<?)
1, 1
1, r
1, ε
i
6
3
6
1
2
1
P=2
1 2
1
• 1
1
P = 3
1 1
1
1 1
1
Table (64,S4)
1, 1
£2> 1
#2' !
£3, 1
ft.1
24
4
8
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
y — f
1 1
1
1
1
• 1
1
1 1 1 1
1 •
• 1
1
1
. . . i
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Table (<34,63)
1, 1
1, λ1
£2, 1
g» e"
,3,1
1, 1
1, σ
,2, 1
*i» !
p ' p1
02*
ft.1
24
8
4
4
3
1
1
1
I
1
Table
24
12
4
8
8
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
p = 2
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
P = 3
1 1 1 1
1
1
1
1
1
(64,Dyh8)
1 1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
1 1 2 1 1
1
i . . . .
. ! . . .
. . i . .
. . . ! .
. . . . !
Table (S4,S2)
1, 1
1 3 11 , A
1, A2
1, σ
#2> 1
,2, ε"
24
8
8
12
4
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1 2 1 1 1
1
• 1 . . .
. . ! . .
1 . . . .
• . 1 .
. . . . !
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Table (64,62x 62)
1, 1
1, Ί1
1, σ
82* 1
g'2, 1
g'
r
 B"
24
8
12
4
8
o
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
I
2
1
1
1 1 2 1 1
i . . . .
. ! . . .
i . . . .
. . ! . .
1
. . . . !
Table (65,65)
1, 1
£3, 1
g'2, 1
£5, 1
Si, 1
** i
fol
120
6
8
5
12
4
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1 1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1 1 1 1 1
i . . . .
i . . . .
• i . . .
. . ! . .
. . . ! .
1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1
i
. j . . . .
. . ! . . .
1
. . . i . .
. . . . ! .
1
Table (65,64)
1, 1
*r
l
1, λl
£3* «
fo 1
for
120
6
30
6
1 OIz
4
6
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1 1 1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1 1 1 1 1
i
1
 , : : :
1
. . ! . .
i
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i
• i
i
. . . i . . .
i
Ί
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Table (65,63xS2)
1
1 1, 1
_. 1
#3» 1
t \
g2> 1
, V
1, λl
g2>
 ε
g» i
£6, 1
#2» f
1 ^Π12U
9424
30
12
6
1"
1" .
1
2
1
P=2
1 1 1
•
1
• 1
•
2
• 1
11
p=3
1 1 1 1 1 1
1i
11
1| . . .
• ι . . .
1 ..
• • • • 1 1
. . . . ! .
p=5
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
1
1i
•
1
1 .
i
i
11
Table (S5,Dyh8)
t 1
1 » 1
1, v
1 11', V
/ f£2' ε
g2> i
g2
' '
1 TΛ12U
8
24
30
ΊΛ24
1 O12
4
2
1
1
11
1" .
1
p=2
1 1 1
I 1
1
1
11
11
1"
1
i1
P=3
1 2 1 1 1 1
i
. . ! . . .
1 .
1
1
i
1"
p=5
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
• i
i
i
1 . . .1
1 . . .
1
1
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Table (S5,63)
1, 1
£3, 1
1 Vi , V
1, λ2
.
g2, r
**<
120
6
ΊΔ.
30
20
1 1LZ
6
12
1
1
11
2
.
1
11
2
1
P = 2
1 1 2
1
1
11
1
11
1
1 .
1
1
p=3
1 1 1 1 1 1
1"
P=5
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
1
1 . . 1 . . . . . .1
1i
i
1 ί . . . . 1 . . ..
11
• • • • 1 1
i
1
11
1
i
Table (S5,62xβ2)
1, 1
1, v
1, Λ 1
I t
, V
1, λ2
g2> I
8z> r
120
24
30
O/124
8
20
12
6
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
P = 2
1 1 2
1
1 1
1
11
1
2
1
p=3
1 1 2 1 1 2
1 . . .1
1
1
1
1
p=5
1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2
1
1 1
1i
1
i
i
Table (<55,S2)
p=2 p=3 P=5
1, 1
1 -.
1 1 11 , Λ
1, V
1 32
1 33
a 1
#2> !
#2> r
g2, e
120
~)Λ24
onjU
24
TΠ20
lf\
JU
1 "712
6
12
1
2
T3
1
{
2
1
  
1 2 1 2
1
1 1
1 11 1
1
1 1
1 .
1
1
1 3 1 3 1 1
1 . . . .
1
1 1
1 . . .
1
1 1
. . . . . i
p s
1 3 2 2 1 1 2 1
1
1 11
1
1 1  . . .
11
1 .
1
i
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2.4. Let Γ be a left cell of W, and (y.Jtf) the pair of finite groups associated
to Γ as in (1.4). Let us determine the decomposition matrix of Q- ^ ΓπΓ"1) under
the 'reduction modulo p\ except for the 6 cases (^,^f) = (S5,S3) (p = 2\
(3,.T) = (S5,S2xS2) (/? = 2,3), and (3,JP) = (S5,S2) (p = 2,3,5). At present the
author can not determine the decomposition matrices in the 6 cases excluded
here. Without to say, if we assume Conjecture 3.15 of [17], these decomposition
matrices should coincide with those given in (2.3).
Lemma 2.5. Possibly except for the above 6 cases,
(1) Fp is a splitting field for F^ΓnΓ"1),
(2) the decomposition matrix ofQ-t(ΓnΓ~l) under the 'reduction modulop" coincides
with the decomposition matrix of K9(^ / J^ x& 13tf)®Q under the 'reduction modulo
p\ and
(3) two principal indecomposable Zp t(ΓnΓ~l)-modules, say P° and Q°, are
isomorphic if and only if PQ®ZpQp-QQ®zpQP ™ Qp't(ΓnΓ~l)-modules.
Proof. (I) Let us consider the case (&9J4?)=(<55,<53) and p = 3. Since the
character table of C ^ΓnΓ"1) is known [17, Appendix], the rows of the
decomposition matrix corresponding to 1-dimensional characters of Q t(ΓnΓ~l)
can be easily determined. Thus we can see that the decomposition matrix is of
the following form.
1, 1
#3, 1
1, v
1 λ^
83, e
1, λ2
£2, 1
g2, r
£2, *
120
6
24
30
6
20
12
6
12
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
a\ <*2
b, b2 b4 b5
1
Here the first column contains the elements (g,p)e^0(^) associated to the
C /(ΓnΓ~^-modules, the second column contains |Z(g)|/dimp, and the third
column contains the dimensions of the modules. The irreducible Fp-t(ΓnΓ~1)-
modules, say L
ί9 -,L69 corresponding to the first 6 columns (in this order) are
one dimensional and hence absolutely irreducible. Let U?(\ < i < 6) be the principal
indecomposable Zp f(ΓnΓ~^-modules corresponding to Lt (l</<6) [3,I,(13.6)].
Then /th column also gives the multiplicity of E^p appearing in U?®Qp. See
[3,1, (17.8)] and (2.2).
For E=& P9 put fE := \Z(g)\ /dim p, and τ(x) := ΣEfi *Tr(x,E). Then A°0 := Z
/(ΓnΓ'1) and τ0:=τ\A°0 satisfy [8, (2.5.1)-(2.5.3)]. (See [17, 2.7,(b)].) Hence by
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[8, (2.16.1)],
(4) *+~
Since ai9bt>0 and 1^  = 1^  = 2, we have (a2,i2) = (0,2), (1,0) or (2,1). If
(<22,Z?2) = (0,2), then ^  = 0 for i^2. Using relations for the 3rd, 5th, and 6th columns
similar to (4), we can show that fl3/0, a5^Q and #6^0. Thus we get a
contradiction. If (02,£2) = (2,1), we get contradiction in the same way. Hence
(a29b2) = (l,0).
Applying the same argument to the 3rd, 5th, and 6th columns, we get
(α3,&3) = (l,0), (α5,£5) = (0,l) and (<26,66) = (0,1). The remaining a s and 6/s are equal
to zero. Thus this decomposition matrix coincides with the corresponding one
given in (2.3). (3) follows from (2).
(II) Let us consider the case (&,jtf') = (<539e) and p = 2. The determination of
the rows of the decomposition matrix corresponding to one-dimensional characters
is easy. For £=£*•', l // E =l/3eZ 2 . By [8, (2.17)], the 'reduction modulo 2'
of E is an absolutely irreducible principal indecomposable F2 ί(ΓnΓ~ ^ -module,
and forms its own block. Thus the assertion is settled in this case.
The remaining cases can be settled by the same argument as in (I) and / or (II).
Here we determine how an irreducible H(Q(^/q))-module decomposes into
irreducible //(Fp(v/^))-modules (in the Grothendieck group) under the 'reduction
modulo p\
3.1. By the definition of φ\H(sί)-*J(s/) [14, 2.4], and by [13, 5.4],
φ(H^(^}} a J^(^\ Hence φ induces gr(0®#):gr(#(#)) ->gr(/(J')) for any
,ς/-algebra J*. The determinant of the matrix representing gτ\φ®$) with respect
to the bases {(- ^ /qYlQw^w e W{} and t(W1} is of the form 1+V^α with some
αeZT]^/^] [15, 1.3,(c)]. Hence the determinant is invertible in ^£, gr'(</>(x)^) is an
isomorphism, and consequently φ®$:H(&)-+J($) is an isomorphism.
Lemma 3.2. If J(Fp) is split over Fp, i.e., if the irreducible J(F ^ -modules are
absolutely irreducible, then the decomposition matrix of J(Jf) with respect to the
'reduction modulo p9 and that of J(QP) with respect to the 'reduction modulo p' are
the same.
Proof. This is obvious from the following diagram.
K(J(QP)) * K(J(tf))
~
I modp I mod p
®Fp
fP<V
K(J(Fp)) -»
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Lemma 3.3. Let Y be a left cell contained in a two-sided cell Ω, and {e^{
mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents of Zp-t(Yr\Y~l) such that r(ί/) = ΣIβί
(d:=d
r
).
(1) Zp't(Y}=®iJ(Zp)e,
(2) Each J(Zp)ei is a (non-zero) principal indecomposable J(Zp)-module, i.e., each et
is a primitive idempotent of J(Zp).
(3) (Zp't(Y^γ-l}}ei^(Zp t(YnY-^)ej as Zp't(ΓnΓ~ ^-modules if and only if
J(Zp)ei^.J(Zp)ej as J(Z ^-modules.
(4) // J(Qp}ei = ®
meJ(χ(^μ(m)Em, where X=& / Jf and μ(m)'s are multiplici-
ties (see [17, 2.6] for M
x
(%} and [17, 3.6] for Em\ then (Qp t(YnY-l))ei =
Proof. Put A:=J(Zp) and e\=t(d). Note that eAe = Zp- /(ΓnΓ'1), and
e is its identity element.
(2) Assume that M@N=Aei with A -modules M and N. Then eM@eN=eAe{ =
(eAe)ei. Hence we may assume that eN—^. Let m and n be the images of et by
the projections to M and N, respectively. Then N=An=A(eri) = Q.
(3) We can identify ®{(Ae®eAe(eAe)e^ = Ae®eAeeAe = Ae = 0^ .^. Then
^^®
e
>ie(^Φi = ^ ep and we βet the Only if part'. Since e(Aei) = (eAe)eh we get
the 'if part'.
(4) (Qp - t(Y n Γ - ^  = t(d)J(Qp)t(d)ei = t(d)J(Qp)ei = Θ mμ(m)(t(d)Em).
3.4. By (3.1) and (3.2), the decomposition matrices (with respect to the
'reduction modulo /) of H(tf\ J(Jf) and J(Qp) are the same, if
(1) J(Fp) splits over Fp.
Therefore, we prove (1), we interprete Theorems B and C in terms of J(QP)
etc., and we work exclusively with J(QP) etc. For this purpose, we need to modify
some notation introduced in (0.2).
Let L(ί) (i e 7) be the totality of the irreducible /(Fp)-modules up to isomorphism,
U°(ι) the corresponding principal indecomposable J(Zp)-modules [3.1,(13.6)],
U(ι):= U°(ι)®ZpQp, X(σ) (<τeΣ) the totality of the irreducible /(βp)-modules up to
isomorphism, and [AΊ(σ)] the class in K(J(Fp)) obtained from X(σ) by the 'reduction
modulo p\
3.5. Theorem B follows from the following theorem.
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Theorem B'. Consider case (b) of (0.2).
(1) For any left cell Γ of W, Z2't(Γ) is a principal indecomposable J(Z ^-module.
(2) For left cells Γ and P of W, the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) Z2 /(Γ)~Z2 /(Γ) as left J(Z ^-modules.
(ii) β2 f(O~β2 f(Π as left J(Q2)-modules.
(iii) The left CW-modules associated to the left cells Γ and Γ' [9] are isomorphic to
each other.
(3) The irreducible J(F ^-modules are absolutely irreducible.
If U°(ι)~Z2 t(Γ), let c(i) be the constructible representation C-t(Γ).
(4) If c(ι) = Σd(σ,ι)[_X(σK in K(J(Q2}\ then [JP(σ)]=Σ,4σ,z)[L(0] in K(J(F2}\
Proof. In this case, ^ΓnΓ'1) is multiplicatively closed in the ring /, and
forms an elementary abelian 2-group [17, 3.11]. Hence the identity element
t(d)£t(Γr\Y~l) is a primitive idempotent of the group ring Z2 ί(ΓnΓ~1). Thus
(1) follows from (3.3,(2)). (2) follows from Theorem A. Since the /(β2)-module
Q2-t(Γ) contains a special representation ( = E1>1) as an irreducible component
with multiplicity one, (3) and (4) follow from (2.1,(2)) and [3,1, (17.8)].
3.6. Theorem C follows from the following theorem.
Theorem C. Consider the case (c) of (0.2).
(1) For /,/'e/, the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) U°(ι)~U°(ϊ) as left J(Z ^modules.
(ii) U(ι)~U(ΐ) as left J(Qp)-modules.
(2) The irreducible J(F ^ -modules are absolutely irreducible.
(3) The partition of the irreducible J(Qp)-modules into blocks is a refinement of their
partition into families [12, 4.2].
(4) Let ^  be a family, and & the associated finite group ( = S
n
, n < 4). Then the
family 2F consists of
(I) E9l'pί,'",E9s'ps which are obtained from principal indecomposable J(Z ^-modules
by the scalar extension to Qp9
and the remaining E9'p's, which form one block, say B. (We admit B = φ.) Each
irreducible J(Qp)-module of (I) forms its own block, and the corresponding diagonal
block of the decomposition matrix is 1.
(II) The diagonal block of the decomposition matrix corresponding to B
depends only on ^  and p (with a slight modification in the G2 case, as is remarked in
Theorem C). The lists of (I) and (II) are the same as those given in Theorem C.
Proof. We prove in several steps.
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Step 1. Let c(λ) (AeΛ) be the totality of the constructible representations of
W, and for each /leΛ, Γ(/U) (\<i<b(λ)) the totality of the left cells of W such
that C-t(Γ(λJ))~c(λ). By [16],
b(λ)
(5) J(ZP)=® ®Z
ΛeΛ i = l
Let
(6) Zp t(T(λ,ί)}= Θ t
lei
be a decomposition into principal indecomposable left /(Zp)-modules such that
U°(λj9ιJ)~U°(ι). (By Theorem A, g(λ,ι) is independent of i.) By the de-
compositions (5) and (6), by [3.1, (13.11)], and by the definition of family [12, 4.2]
(cf. [11, p.225, /.5-/.S]), we get (3).
By (3), the decomposition matrix decomposes into diagonal blocks corre-
sponding to families of the irreducible /(βp)-modules. (Cf. Convention.) Thus it is
enough to determine such diagonal block corresponding to each family 3F '. If the
group & associated to J^ is e or ®2, the argument is the same as in the proof
of Theorem B. Therefore, we take a family 2F whose associated group ^ is ®3 or
®4. Then only the constructible representations c(λ) whose irreducible components
belong to 3F are relevant to the remaining argument. Since such c(λfs are
parametrized by a certain family H of subgroups of ^ [17, 3.8], we change the
parameter set from (a subset of) Λ to H, and write c(Jtf\ bpf), Γ(^ ,
U°(je9i9ιJ) (jeeH) for c(λ\ b(λ\ T(λ,i\ g(λ,ι\ t/%U*j) (λeΛ), respectively.
Step 2. We know
(7) the explicit description of the irreducible decomposition
[11].
By (5) and (7),
Θ (άimX(σ))X(σ)^
and hence
(8) X b(^)d'(σ^) = dim X(σ).
JlfeH
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By (7) and (8), we can explicitly calculate the values of b(3tf)'s. We shall write
down some of them in the following. We specify a family by the special
representation contained in it. (Cf. [12, §4].) We list Jf's associated to constructible
representations in the same order as in [11], and we write down b(3tf) beside 3?. We
follow the notation used in [12]. We also include some data concerning E8.
W F W F W Fvv .r4 w .£,£ w .n,η
£4
£3
Dyh8
£2
20
10
50
35
70
210
£2
56
448
896
W F W F
 . .Cg  .£^8
^:1400X ^:44SOy
e
£3
£2
350 S2 x S2
175 β3x82
875 S2
£3
Dyh8
$4
S5
1092
1596
70
378
168
756
420
Step 3. Put I(Jtf) := {ι e 7|gpf ,/) >0}, Γ(Jf) := Γpf , 1),
/0(^,z):=(70(Jf,l,z,l), and U(je,ι):=U°(Jjf,
), and for
ZpQp. Then {C/°pf,/)|/e
are the totality (without repetition) of the principal indecomposable
/(Zp)-modules up to isomorphism which appear as direct summands of
Zp - t(Γ(Jίf)). By (3.3), {t(d(3e )) U°(J^,ι)\ι e /pf )} are the totality (without repetition)
of the principal indecomposable Zp r(Γpf)nΓpf)~ ^-modules up to isomorphism,
and they are naturally in one-to-one correspondence with the columns of the table
(^,^f) in (2.3). (Cf. (2.2), (2.5) and [3, I, (17.8)].) More precisely, the table (^ ,^ )
in (2.3) has |/(^f)| columns in number, and if we denote by μ(m,k) = μ(Jjf,m,k)
(me Jf <$,#>(&) [17, 2.6], l<A:<|/pf)|) the entries in the fcth column, then there is
a unique /e/pf) such that
or equivalently, such that
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1)^ θ
(9)
Cf. (3.3). (Note that the column vectors of each table are different from each
other. Note also that (/(4^))^0(^,0)®zpβp = ^ (4^))(^0(^50®zpβP).
Thus we may take I(J4f)={ι\l<ι<\I(J4?)\} and we may assume that /th column
is associated with /e/pf). By (6),
and
Hence the number written at the top of the zth column of each table in (2.3) is
g(jf,z)> and hence the values of £(jf)g(Jf,*) (= the number of direct summands
C/°(jf,ϊ,ϊ'j) (ί<i<b(tf\ ι'e/, l<j<g(Jf,ι)) with the given jf, and which are
isomorphic to U°(ι)) are explicitly determined, which we shall write down in the
following. (We exclude p f,/) if U(J4?,/) is irreducible.) The first column contains
pairs (Jf,/) (Jf e//, ιel(^)\ which are divided into several groups so that the
corresponding /(βp)-modules (or (^PΓ-modules) £/(Jf,/)= U0(Jtf',ι)®ZpQp are
mutually isomorphic to each other among each group. We write the isomorphism
class of U(ι)= UQ(i)®ZpQp at the most right column. The remaining columns give
the values of b(Jf)g(JF,ι). Without to say, these values depend on W and ff,
which we write at the top of the column. We specify by the special representation
contained in it. (Cf. [12, §4].) We also include some data concerning E8.
Table (3 = <53,/> = 2)
(*,.)
(©3,D
(©2,1)
fei)
£6, 80S
10
50
20
£7, 315;
70
210
35
E» 1400Z
448
896
56
E
«
 140
°^
175
875
350
IV,)
(l,l) + (g2Jl)
(1, !) + (!, ε)
Table (^  = <
(#A
(©3,D
(©2,1)
(*,1)
(e,2)
E6, 80S
10
50
20
20
ET 315;
70
210
35
35
E
s
, 1400Z
448
896
56
56
£8, 1400X
175
875
350
350
U[JV,i)
(l,l) + fe3,D
(l,l)-l-(l,r)
(l,r) + (l,ε)
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Table (# = 64,/> =
PO)
(®4,1)
(Dyh8,l)
(©3,D
(©2,1)
(Dyh8,2)
(©2,2)
(<52 + <52,l)
F4, 12A
3
1
3
1
1
1
4
t/pf,/)
121 + 161+92 + 43
121+93 + 161+44
62 + 92 + l2
93 + l3+θ2
121+93 + 62 + 2 161+92 + 41
Table
WA
(©4,1)
(©3,1)
(Dyh8,l)
(©2,1)
(© 2 x©2,D
F4, 12!
3
3
1
1
4
C/(^,ί)
121+61
12!+62
Note that we can now get (2), using (2.1), (9), [3,1, (17.8)], and noting that
any column oϊ any table (^,Jf) in (2.3) (i.e., {μ(j^,m,k)\meJί^,^)} for various
^,^,A;) does not have a common divisor >1. Since the statement concerning (I)
of (4) follows from [8, (2.17)], it remains to prove (1) and the part of (4) concerning (II).
Step 4. Let us consider the case where W is of type G2, and 2? is the family
containing the reflection representation. Then ^ = 33 and each E
m
can be explicitly realized using ϊ^-graphs [9] as follows.
1, 1
See [12, 4.8] for εl and ε2 Hence we can prove by a direct calculation.
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2F the family containing 80S, and p = 2. ToStep 5a. Let W be of type £6,
prove (1), it is enough to show that
We have already shown that among all the direct summands {U0(J^9i9iJ)}^tiJj of
/(Z2), 10 are mutually isomorphic (~ C/0((53,l)), other 50 are also mutually
isomorphic (~ C/0(S2,1)), but members of these two different groups are possibly
non-isomorphic to each other (even if they become isomorphic to Eί>l +EgιΛ after
®z2Q^' We have also shown that the remaining 20 are mutually isomorphic
(~t/°(e,l)), and become isomorphic to Elti+E* ε after ®Z2β2. Cf. the column
(£6,80S) of Table (^  = ®3,/? = 2) in Step 3. Let us express these possibilities as follows.
(lla)
80S
60S
20S
1, 1
*2. 1
1, ε
10 + 50
1
1
20
1
1
From this table, we can see that the irreducible J(Q2)-modu\e 60S decomposes, after
the 'reduction modulo 2', as follows.
(12a)
(13a)
or([60J mod 2) =
([60J mod 2) = [10]+ [50]
in K(J(F2)). Here, for example, 10 means some (absolutely) irreducible /(F2)-module
of dimension 10, and [10] means the corresponding element of the Grothendieck
group. (Cf. (2.1), (2), and [3,1, (17.8)].) Assume that (13a) holds. In the same way
as in (3.1), we can show that H(F2(^fq)) -> /(/Γ2(λ/^)) Hence 10 etc. can be regarded
as absolutely irreducible H(F2(^/q))-modu\QS. Thus we can consider the specializa-
tion
([60J mod2)|^^[10]+ [50]!^  (eK(F2W}\
which should coincide with
(15a) (([60J|^ 1 mod2) = 2[6] + [8] + [40] (cf. the reference [5]; 60S = 060,8),
since the following diagram is commutative.
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mod 2
K(J(Q2)) -> K(J(F2))
mod 2
K(Q2W)
mod 2
K(F2W]
(The commutativity can be proved as follows. For Ee K(H(Q2(^fq)}\ take a
^[\/^]-module E° such that E°®Q2(y/q) = E. Cf. the reference [7]. Then we
can define £°®Z[^ 2[>/?], E°®Z ( = E"\^\ (E*®F2[_Jq-])®F2 ( = E°®
^Lx/tf]! r^ jX and OE^ΘZ)®/^, where the last two modules are isomorphic to
each other. Their scalar extensions give ([£"] mod 2), [£]| /-_^1? ([£]
and (([£"]! /-_ι) mod2), respectively. Hence the diagram is commutative.)
But comparing dimensions, we can see that
is impossible. Hence (12a) holds, which implies (10) and also (4) in this case.
Step 5b. Let W and & be the same as in Step 5a, and p = 3. The argument
is almost the same as in Step 5a. (lla)-(13a) are replaced with the following.
(lib)
80S
90S
ιo
s
20S
1, 1
1, r
g* i
1, ε
10
1
1
50 + 20
1
1
20
1
1
(12b) ([80J mod 3)-[10]+ [70], or
(13b) ([80J mod 3) = [10] + [50] 4- [20].
Assume that (13b) holds. Consider
(14b) [10] + [50] + [20]!^ ^ (e K(H(F3(^\)))\ where F^(^\) is consider-
ed as an ^-algebra by ^fq-^^f
Then (14b) should coincide with
(15b) (([80J|
 Γ
 /—) mod3) = 2[ 1 1 1 + 2 1 1 1 3 | | + 2|| lϋ|| + ||32|| in ))) (cf.
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the reference [5]; 80,s = φ80>7),
which is impossible. Hence (12b) holds, and the proof is over in this case.
Step 5c. Let W be of type F4, & the family containing 121? and p = 2.
(lla) is replaced with
(lie)
I2l
16,
92
93
43
44
62
4i
12
13
1, 1
g2, 1
*2' l
1, Ί1
£4, 1
g2, t"
1, σ
'^2, c"
g'2> e'
1, A2
3 + 1
1
1
1
1
3 + 1
1
1
1
1
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Concerning the first (resp. the second) '3 + 1' in (lie), we should consider the two
possibilities
([4J mod2)-[4] or[3] + [l],
where ι = 3 (resp. i = 4). By [6, Theorem C] (43 = φ4>7, 44 = φ4f7),
([4J mod 2)|^ ,=(([4,.]!^ ^ mod 2) = [2]+ [21,
where 2 and 2' mean some irreducible F2 ^F-modules. Hence ([4J mod 2) = [4],
and the proof is over in this case.
Step 5d. Let W and 2P be the same as in Step 5c, and p = 3. (lla) is
replaced with
(lid)
12ι
61
62
1, 1
#3, 1
1, σ
3 + 3
1
1
4+1 + 1
1
1
Then we have possibilities
([6J mod 3) = [6], or [3] + [3],
([62]
Since
, or
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([6J mod3)|y-_>1 =(([6i]|y-^j) mod 3) = [6]
[6, Theorem C] (6l=φ'6tβ, 62 = </>6<6; one of φ'6^s in the most right table in [6,
Theorem C] should be read as 06,βX ([6J mod 3) = [6], and the proof is over in
this case.
Step 5e. Let W be of type E
Ί
, ίF the family containing 315;, and p = 3.
(lla) is replaced with
(lie)
315'
a
280;
70;
35'
a
1, 1
1, r
83, 1
1, e
70
1
1
210 + 35
1
1
35
1
1
Then we have possibilities
([315;] mod 3) = [70] + [245] or [70]+ [210]+ [35].
Since
([315;] 1 mod3) = [21] + 2[49] + [196]
[10, Table Xl-i] (315; = 315
Π
), ([315;] mod 3) = [70]+ [245], and the proof is over
in this case.
Step 5f. Let us consider the case where W is of type E
Ί
, ^ is the family
containing 315;, and/? — 2. The argument is the same as in Step 5a, halfway, (lla)
is replaced with
315;
280t
35'
a
1, 1
*2, 1
1, ε
70 + 210
1
1
35
1
1
Then
(120
(13f)
([280J mod 2) = [280], or
([2806] mod 2)=[70]+ [210].
To show that (13f) does not occur, similar argument as in Step 5a does not
work. Since we need some preliminary, we postpone the remainder of the proof
to (4.9).
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4.1. Let A be an associative ring with the identity element 1A. We assumό
that A is a finite dimensional vector space over a field k, and k3x^>x lAεA
gives a ^-algebra structure in A. Let M be an Λ -module. We assume that M
is a ^-vector space of finite dimension, and that ((xa)m = a(otm) = (x(am) for αefc,
aeA,mεM, but we Jo flof assume that the Λ-module structure on M is unitary. In
other words, possibly \A-mφm for some raeΛf. Let (^^ ) be the Grothendieck
group of such (possibly non-unitary) ^ -modules of finite λ>dimension. Then K(A]
can be described in terms of the Grothendieck group of (unitary) Λ -modules of
finite type as follows.
Define an Λ -module ω so that ω=k as a λ> vector space, and ax = 0 for any
aeA and xeω. Then K(A) = K(A)@Z'[ω}, where [ω] is the class in K(A) of
ω. In fact, for any Λ -module M in K(A), the decomposition m = lA'm + (m—lA-m)
gives the direct sum decomposition
where in the right hand side, the class of the first factor belongs to K(A\ and the
class of the second factor belongs to Z [ω]. Let j:K(A) -> K(A) be the projection,
and j*:K(A) -» K(A) the inclusion.
Linearly extending M\- >(A3a ->Tr(α,M)) for any ^4-module M in K(A\ we
can define Tr(α,M) (aeM) for any MeK(A). Then, for MeK(A\
(l)y(M) = 0 if and only if Tr(α,M) = 0 for any aeA.
Let A' be a subalgebra of A satisfying the same assumption as A. Especially
A has the identity element \A , but possibly \AΦ\A>. Define J-res^: K(A) -> K(A')
as the composition of
restriction j
K(A) -> K(A')
Define ]-mdA>:K(Af) -> AΓ(^) as the composition of
j* A®
K(A'}-*K(Af) ->
(We define
for an ^'-module M' in K(A'\ where v denotes the dual k-VQCtor space.) For a
unitary Λ-module M and a unitary ^'-module M', put J-res^ M= \A> M
and ]-md^M' = A®A,M. Then J-res^[M] = [J-res^M] and J-ind^[Λf'] =
[J-ind^A/].
If yl is a semisimple /:-algebra, we define a non-degenerate bilinear form <>Λ
on ^f(^() so that for (unitary) simple ^-modules El and E2, ^Eί]9\_E2]yA = l if
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lc^E2ί and =0 if El
If A and A' are semisimple λ:-algebras, then
(2) <J-ind
for any \_M]eK(A) and \_M'~\εK(A).
Proof. We have natural identification
(Note that AΛA, is a unitary right /l'-module.)
4.2. Let W be a standard parabolic subgroup of W. For a Z-algebra (resp.
an ^/-algebra) J>, put /'(«):=«- ί( '^) (resp. #'(#):= »• C(W'}). Note that /'(^)
(resp. H'($)) is naturally isomorphic to the asymptotic Hecke algebra (resp. the
Hecke algebra) of W over &. When J* is a field, we consider J-res^ and
J-indj!^ by taking A=J(&), A' = J'(@) and k = @ in (4.1). If there is no fear of
confusion, we write J-res{£, for J-resj!^}, and J-ind{£> for J-i
4.3. For an irreducible H(Q(^/q))-modu\e E, define an integer a(E) > 0 so that
for all xεW, and
for some xeW.
Suppose that [E]\H\Q(yJq)) = I,E.m(Er)[E''] in K(H\Q(jq))\ where E' runs over
the set of isomorphism classes of the irreducible //'(β(
χ
/^))-modules. Define
m(E'}\E'\
E'
and linearly extend it to J-res^ : K(H(Q(Jq})} -> K(H'(Q(^fq})\ (In general,
α(£") if m(E')^Q.)
Let '^ be an irreducible //'(^(^-module, and [//(βίv^))® .^^ '^] =
ΣEm(E)[E] in K(H(Q(^fq))\ where £" runs over the set of isomorphism classes of
the irreducible H(Q(^/q))-modu\e. In [11], G.Lusztig has defined
£
«(£') = α(E)
Linearly extend it to J-md%.:K(H\Q(^)))^K(H(Q(^))). (To get along with
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., we write here J-indJ£.for J%,.)
Lemma 4.4. For any prime number p, the following diagrams are commutative.
(1)
K(J(Qj) K(J'(Q))
modp I modp ι
K(J(Fp)) J " ' K(J'(Fp)),
(2)
II II
J-ind^,
K(J(Q}) «- K(J'(Q)\
Proof. Let £ be an irreducible H(Q(^/q))-mod\ι\Q. Then by the proof of [17,
3.3],
fl<E' + higher power of (-Jq)
for any xe W. Let \} (resp. lj,) be the identity element of 7 (resp. /')• (By [13,
6.3,(e)] and [14, 2.3], \j = ~Lieat(d) and \j -^de3lr,w t(d), where @ is the set of
distinguished involutions of W [14, 1.4].) For xeW
and, in the notation of (4.3),
E'
m(E')Ίr(t(x\E'} (-jqya(V + higher powers of (-
Hence
and the commutativity of the upper square of (1) follows from (4.1, (1)).
Considering its adjoint, we get the commutative diagram (2). Cf. (4.1,(2)).
Next identify K(J(Q}) = K(J(Qp}) and K(J('Q)) = K(J'(Qp}\ Let E be an irreducible
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/(β^-module, E° a /(Zp)-stable lattice of E, E?:=lrΈ09 and E*:=(\J-\J) EQ.
Then E° = E?®E%, E? is a /'(Zp)-stable Zp-lattice of ^  :=V£, and 17, acts as
the identity automorphism on E^®ZpFp, and as zero on E% ®ZpFp. Hence
((J-res£,[£] mod/7) = [£1°®z/p],
([£] mod/7) = [^°(x)
z
/p], and
J-resS:,([£] mod/7) = [£1°®Z/J,].
Hence we get the commutativity of the lower square of (1).
Lemma 4.6. [1],[2], ([12, 5.15]). There is a one-to-one correspondence
^ <->Ω,(^) between the set of families for W [12, 4.2] and the set of two-sided cells
of W [9], characterized by the following property. For a two-sided cells Ω, put
1
Ω
 := Σde!g>oβ?(ί/). Consider 2F as a set of isomorphism classes of (absolutely) irreducible
J(Q)-modules. (Cf. Convention.) Then for an irreducible J(Q)-module E,
Lemma 4.7. Let ^ be a family of W whose associated group <$ is not
isomorphic to S4 or 2>5. Assume that for any constructible representation c of W
whose irreducible constituents are all contained in ^, there exists a constructible
representation c' of W such that J-ind^(c') = c. Then for any Z-algebra
^(1) ^ /(Ω) c (the two sided ideal of J(@) generated by \j) (Ω :=Ω(^)).
Proof. Let rfe^nΩ, and Γ the left cell of W containing d. Then C t(Γ) is
a constructible representation of W [16], whose irreducible constituents are all
contained in 3F, and hence, by our assumption, there exists a left cell F of W
such that
(2) J-ind^(C^(Γ))^C ί(Γ)
Let Γj be the left cell of W containing Γ', and d± := d(Γ) = d(ΓJ. Then d1 e 9 n W,
)'\
r
, and
(3) l-\Ml{
Here (3) is proved as follows. The natural homomorphism
J-ind£(C /(Γ)) = J(Q®r(C](J'(C) - t(d,)) -> J(Q t(d,) = C ^ΓJ
gives a surjection between constructible representations [16]. On the other hand,
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a surjection between constructible representations is necessarily an isomorphism,
as is seen from their explicit description [11].
By (2),(3),(1.3,(7)), and (1.4,(1)), there exists ^el^nΓ'1 such that
Hence the right hand side of (1) contains the two-sided ideal generated by
Lemma 4.8. Let E be an irreducible J(Qp)-module, E° a J(Z ^-stable Zp-lattice
of E, M (/O) an irreducible J(F ^-module appearing as a composition factor of EQ®Z
Fp9 and 2F the family for W [12, 4.2] containing E (cf. Convention). If 2F satisfies
the same assumption as in (4.7), then
VM^O, i.e., J-res^[M]^0 in K(J'(Fp)).
Proof. Assume that l
r
 M = 0. Then the annihilator AnnJ(fp)M contains the
two-sided ideal of J(Fp) generated by Ij,, and hence contains Fp t(Ω)
(Ω,:=Ω,(^)). Especially 1
Ω
 M=0. On the other hand, since EE^, \
Ω
 acts as
the identity automorphism on E (cf. (4.6)), on E°, and on M. Thus we get a
contradiction.
4.9. End of the proof of Theorem C'. The remaining is the case where W
is of type E
Ί
, $* is the family of W containing 315^, and p = 2, and we should
prove that (13f) in Step 5f does not hold. Assume that (13f) holds. Let W
(We W} be the standard parabolic subgroup of type E6. Then by [12, (4.12.2)],
by (13f), and by (12a),
J-rest£,
[280,] -» [60J
mod 2 I mod 2 I
[70] + [210] J"^' [60].
Hence J-res£|70]=0 or J-res{£|210] = 0. But by (4.8) either possibility can not
occur. (The assumption in (4.7) is satisfied, as is seen from the explicit description
of the constructible representations, cf. the reference [11], and from 315^ =
), and 35;, = J-ind
REMARK 4.10. As is seen from our proof, even in the case (d) in (0.2), the
statement of (3) of Theorem C' still holds. Hence each block of irreducible
J(£?p)-modules ls contained in a unique family. Fix a family 3F whose associated
group ^ is not isomorphic to <35, and restrict our attention to the inside of this
family. Then the remaining statements of Theorem C' also hold. As for (2) of
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Theorem C', the argument is the same as before even in the case (d). Let us give
an outline of the proof of '(1) and (4) of Theorem C' in the case (d)'.
(1) If ^  is isomorphic to e or <52> the argument is the same as the proof of Theorem B'.
(2) Let 3F be the family containing 14002 (resp. 1400J. Then the argument is the
same as in (4.9). Take the standard parabolic subgroup of type E6 (resp. E6xAl)
as W.
(3) Let & be the family containing 1400; (resp. 1400;). By (3.4) and '(2) of Theorem
C' in the case (d)', it is enough to determine the diagonal block of the decomposition
matrix of H(3C) corresponding to the family 3F. Noting that the involutive
^-algebra automorphism of H(stf) defined by C(s) -> — C(s)~(^fq — \fq~v)
(s e {simple reflections}) interchanges 1400Z and 1400^ (resp. 1400X and 1400^), we
can reduce the present case to the case (2).
REMARK 4.11. We have worked with complete discrete valuation rings, simply
because the completeness is assumed in our main reference [3]. In fact, this
assumption is not necessary (cf. [8, §1]), and we may replace 2% with J/P, Zp with
the localization of Z at p, and Qp with Q.
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